GEMINO NAVIGATOR

Ursuit Gemino Navigator is a two-piece drysuit,
with separate trousers and jacket, which can be
combined into a drysuit with a waterproof waist
zipper and Ursuit's patented ZipLock system.
1 900,00 €
Estimated delivery time 4 weeks
Manufacturer Ursuit

DESCRIPTION
The drysuit is manufactured from high quality Gore-Tex® Taslan material which is lightweight but still robust. The neck and
wrist seals are made of elastic neoprene which makes wearing the suit more comfortable. Neoprene is also warmer than i.e.
latex in colder weather. The drysuit is completely windproof and watertight and it keeps you dry and safe against hypothermia if
you happen to fall into the water.
Gemino Navigator is the ultimate two-piece suit for sailing, but it is also a great suit for other maritime activities. It has a
detachable o shore collar with uoricent hood and a separate extra splash cover for rough conditions. The water resistant
eece-lining in the collar gives a comfortable feeling. The two-piece function makes it possible to wear the jacket and the
trousers separately or you can attach them together to be worn as a drysuit. The trousers o er you the ability to wear them as
a hi- t or waist-high.
The jacket o ers you the best possible visibility with high quality SOLAS re ectors on shoulders, back, hood and sleeve covers.
The seat-crotch, knees and elbows have an additional layer of protective Cordura® material to extend the lifetime of the suit.
There is a 2mm removable foam on the seat to keep you warm while navigating seated. The knee reinforcements are Crye
Air ex™ compatible
The front pocket on the jacket is large and has splash proof zippers, the eece lining warms up your cold ngers. The location of
the pocket makes it easy to use even when wearing a lifejacket. The pocket on the trousers is located on the front side of the
right thigh. The trousers are equipped with boot covers that protect the socks on the suit and can be pulled on top of boots.
The drysuit is delivered in a black Ursuit drysuit bag containing the suit, 3mm neoprene gloves and hood, a tube scarf and a
user manual.
Ursuit Gemino Navigator received a special mention in the clothing and crew accessories category in the DAME Design Awards
2019!
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